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Immigrants’ place to tell their stories  
 
America’s newcomers share the good and bad on website  
 
War, famine, pogroms and poverty push people to flee to America. Golden opportunities beckon them. But 
from beginning to end, immigration is a personal story. 
 
That’s why a new Bay Area website — Madeinto-America.org — is so refreshing. It’s honest, direct and free 
of political posturing. This come-one, come-all site gives immigrants the chance to tell their own stories, 
bringing the Statue of Liberty’s immortal words — “Give us your tired, your poor, your hungry, your huddled 
masses yearning to be free” — to life in the Information Age. 
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And it will give future generations the chance to hear those stories, warts and all.  
 
Imagine, for instance, how Leticia Rios’ children will react when they see her video. “Oh, God!” Rios said 
recently by telephone in Spanish. “I didn’t think about my story getting around like that, or how my children 
and eventually my grandchildren would see it.” In a 10-minute video, Rios talks openly and emotionally 
about leaving Guadalajara, Mexico, with her children to save her strained marriage and how, after living in 
fear of deportation in Mountain View, she came to appreciate the local police.  
 
Her husband had been working in the area for more than two years and sending money home, but there’s 
more to migration than work and money.  
 
“I told him to bring us here, or we were going to get a divorce,” Rios says in her Made Into America video. 
She also recalls her anger after local police confiscated her car because she was driving without a license. 
But in the next breath she describes how she joined Peninsula in Action, a grass-roots group, to successfully 
lobby police and City Hall to end the policy. “To police now I don’t have anger, I have respect,” she says on 
the video.  
 
Everyone is busy  
 
Made Into America is the brainchild of Elliot Margolies, former director of the Midpeninsula Community 
Media Center. As a volunteer at the Day Worker Center of Mountain View, he won a $20,000 grant from the 
Silicon Valley Community Foundation to teach the workers how to videotape their own histories. “Getting the 
stories wasn’t a problem,” Margolies said last week. “It was getting other people to watch them once they 
were done. Everybody’s so busy all the time.” The question for him was how to get Americans who have 
been here for generations to look at the immigrant videos. His answer was to invite the descendants of 
yesteryear’s immigrants to share those stories, too. If Margolies has a social or political agenda, it’s a low-
key one, more like asking us all to get along better by appreciating our common beginnings in this country.  



 
“It enables us to connect as immigrants from some origin or another,” he said. “One of the main goals of the 
project is to decrease the sense of us versus them when it comes to immigration.”  
 
With another $20,000 from the foundation, he launched Made Into America in May. The site has barely 50 
entries now but can easily grow to 500 or 5,000 or 50,000 in a snap.  
 
That’s because Made Into America is also do-it-yourself American. Anyone can follow the site’s easy 
directions about how to include essential information and how to position the camera. There are also 
instructions for submitting the video or written documents and even old family photographs. All this can be 
done without stepping foot into a recording studio. Margolies edits the final products for appropriate 
language and length.  
 
Each story is “tagged” in different ways by country of origin, occupation of the immigrant and their 
experiences in the home country and here.  
 
Deserved telling  
 
For example, if you click on the “pogrom” tag, you’ll see a short story and photograph of “Grandma Ida 
Goldstein,” as told by her surviving niece, Dey Rose, of Palo Alto. More than a century ago, Goldstein fled 
the Russian pogroms against Jews when she was only 14. Most of Rose’s story is about her grandmother’s 
new but hard life in New Jersey.  
 
“When she was 17, she gave birth to a stillborn baby boy,” Rose writes with sad detail. “When she was 19, 
she gave birth to my mother, at home, because she was afraid if she went to the hospital, the baby would 
die again. … These things she told me while she sipped a cup of hot tea, with a sugar cube between her 
teeth.”  
 
Rose ends with the universal lament of the children and grandchildren of immigrants.  
 
“I wish I had asked her so much more,” she said. “I wish I could tell her story the way it deserves to be told.”  
 
Still, she told it, and Grandma Ida’s story will survive for generations to come.  
 
“I wanted to write this for many years,” Rose said in a follow-up call. “I felt with this project that I finally had 
the opportunity to do it.”  
 
Meanwhile, Rabiah Khalid wasn’t missing her chance. The 28-year-old offers a brutally honest story about 
her Pakistani mother and father, who moved to America before she was born.  
 
“I learned why everybody wanted to get out of there; there was so much corruption in the family,” Khalid 
says in the video about her father. “They were very greedy. The family would kill each other for land and 
money. It was very much like a warlord type of situation. … My dad, he just got up and left.”  
 
Today, she is a program manager with Asian Americans for Community Involvement in San Jose, but she 
was born in the American South. The family moved to Silicon Valley when her father got a defense industry 
job in Santa Clara.  
 
“I grew up thinking I was white,” she cracks uneasily. “But then September 11th happened, and that’s when 
… I woke up, thinking … I’m not American.”  
 
She talks about the anti-Muslim slurs at school, the day some guy spit on her, and begins to wipe her tears. 
She nearly loses it talking about her father losing his job and the financial catastrophe that ruined the 
marriage and threw them out of their house.  



 
But Khalid gathers strength as she describes her mother’s comeback and her own awakening to America’s 
ongoing struggle with immigration, race and national identity.  
 
“We’re all hyphenated Americans,” she ends.  
 
Reached by telephone recently, Khalid said the Made Into America stories can counter the prejudices and 
misunderstandings between immigrants and citizens.  
 
“It helps build that trust,” she said. “People feel safer with each other.” Do you have a story for 
Eastside/Westside? Contact Joe Rodriguez at 408-920-5767 orjrodriguez@mercurynews.com. Follow him at 
Twitter. com/JoeRodMercury.  
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Rabiah Khalid, whose Pakistani parents immigrated before she was born, talks about post-9/11 bias.  
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Dey Rose holds a photo of her mom, grandfather and grandmother, Ida Goldstein, in her Palo Alto home.  
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Leticia Rios describes her anger after police took her car because she was driving without a license.  
	  


